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Stephen Minch

At His Peak

or close to a century, the widow’s
peak has been a tonsorial symbol for
the mind reader, beginning with
ANNEMANN, and then DUNNINGER.

F

When a young Bostonian named
G OLDSTEIN decided in the early 1970s to
accept this hairitage, he took it to the
degree of deliberate caricature, shaving his
head to create a point so extreme, the
Western youth movement had to invent
“punk” to catch up.
For further definition he added a topiary goatee and eye-shadow (in the latter,
pop fashion preceded him with Little
Richard). But such filigree, like clothes,
only superficially makes the man. It takes
more than a great haircut to affect the
world of magic, to leave one’s mark; so
when PHIL G OLDSTEIN became MAX
MAVEN, he brought to the boards much
more than a pretty face. He also unpacked
a strong sense of character, a sharp wit and
a deep knowledge of his crafts: mental,
dramaturgic and stage.
I’ve now known MAX—as performer,
inventor and friend—for roughly thirty
years; and during that time I have watched
that trademark widow’s peak recede like a
drifting continent over his cranial hemisphere. It is not as acute as it was once, for
to make it so now would require shaving
channels on the back of his head.
But as the peak has diminished, more of
the man has been revealed. Not just skin,
but the individual. Personality has always
been an important ingredient in MAVEN
performances, a thing that has consistently
set him apart, through all his fine-tuning
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and modulation of it. Just within the past year, though, that
personality has grown wholly
self-sufficient on stage.
In his recent one-man show,
“Thinking in Person”, people
may come to see mind
reading, but they receive
something more extraordinary: an evening with an unabashed intellectual, sharing his
mental passions in ways that are accessible,
amusing, subtle and enlightening, without
ever lapsing into condescension or shallow
pedantry.
This is no small accomplishment in the
United States, where there is a long tradition of profiting from knowledge while at
the same time ridiculing it, where being
called an intellectual is seldom praise.
Throughout this show there is a sense of
jubilance in knowing things, and the wonder that knowledge opens to us. Now, in
magic these days, wonder is a troublesome
word, so let me be more specific. This isn’t
the gosh-wow wonder of a D OUG
HENNING clone, cultured on a liquid
meniscus of unknowing.
It is a more profound wonder, nurtured
by thoughts and discoveries about our
minds and how they interpret the universe
around us. The show opens with M AX
intoning the time-honored invocation of
wonder, “Once upon a time,” and ends
with a correlative lesson, summed up in
the statement, “And now we’ll never
know.” It is a communication of joy found
in both knowledge and in unremitting
mystery. What better message can be imagined for a mentalist or a magician.
There are five finely crafted mental
effects in “Thinking in Person”. Some of
them serve to illustrate philosophical
points made during the evening; others to
remind us that, no matter how much we
know, there is always something yet to
discover, to wonder at and to savor with
this primal emotion of the human mind—
like a moon, gloriously illumined on one
side and darkly mysterious on the other.

Note that count of mental pieces: five.
Also recall that “Thinking in Person” is a
one-man, full-evening show. That ratio serves to indicate that this isn’t a performance
of mind reading by an interesting man. It is
the performance of an intriguing human
being who happens at times to read minds.
Over the years a MAVEN performance
has gradually blossomed into that wondrous rarity in magical presentation, a visit
with a fascinating person who has something to offer, has found an entertaining
way to offer it and who happens to use
mentalism as one of his means for doing so.
In this show, mentalism is just one facet of
a complex individual. It is a tool with
which he carves, but which does not carve
him. And the underlying message of both
the man and his tools, that there is great
pleasure in both knowing and not knowing, is no less important for its being
entertaining.
It has long been clear to those who know
him that MAX MAVEN needn’t perform
magic or mentalism to be MAX MAVEN for
an audience; and that assessment, regardless of some beautifully polished pieces of
mind reading, has never been clearer than
in this most recent incarnation of his
talents. M

Ton Onosaka

Life Friend Max
t was about 30 years ago that I first
saw the strange-looking magician with
the glaring eyes. His forehead was
deeply shaved at the sides and he was wearing eye shadow, reminding me of kabuki's
kumadori. On that day MAX MAVEN was
at a magic convention in New York. MAX
displayed a succession of mysterious phenomena that I had never seen. I was really
amazed and interested.

I

ty in communicating with each other. In
the first few years, the language barrier
troubled us to some extent. But we hit it
off well. The arts of magic deepened our
mutual understanding.
MAX is very kind and helpful whenever
I sought MAX's advice. Our friendship
enabled me to start the Hakone Close-up
Festival, Japan's first close-up magic convention, in 1981.

Subsequently, I learned that MAX were
the same person as PHIL G OLDSTEIN,
renowned for the creation of mental magic
and packet trick. That information aroused my interest more.

MAX also helpful when we launched the
Japan Close-up Magic Award in 1984.
Again, this is Japan's first award to decide
the best close-up magician in the country.

So I talked to SHIGEO TAKAGI, one of
my closest friends, and decided to invite
MAX to Japan. This was the beginning of
my long friendship with MAX MAVEN, the
man who changed my magic career and
helped me develop it to a global scale.
Now MAX is quite fluent in Japanese,
but that time is not well and I can speak a
little English. We hardly have any difficul-

After these events, close-up magic made
a great leap forward in Japan. The events
have provided opportunities for many
young and talented magicians to make
their names.
Among them are H IRO SAKAI and
TOMO MAEDA. Today these two men
appear on many Japanese TV shows.
They broke into the business around the

time the festival and award started. They
own much of their international success to
Max, just like I do.
I thank God for sending MAX to Japan
in such a timely manner.
Max-san 10 nen atode !!
(* This is not translate into Germany,
just use intact.) M
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Even a Glass of Water
Becomes Serious
Are you still composing music, Max?
No, I don't compose anymore. Unless I
sing in the shower and play something
with the melody, or something .... But
otherwise, no. I've given it up. I still have a
keyboard in my cupboard at home, but
even that I very rarely get out to play on.
But, of course, music is a very, very important part of my life. I have quite an extensive CD collection with different styles,
and I think I am quite well informed
about different kinds of music. I have also
learned quite a lot from musicians for my
performances. For example, I learned specifically from watching performances by
singers JAMES BROWN and JACKIE
WILSON. Both had exceptional micropho-
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ne technique. Nowadays, the microphone
is used less and less consciously. People try
to make it disappear. It's being replaced
more and more by the little clip-on mics.
But I still learned how to use a microphone properly as a singer. I use the microphone as a really visible tool of the trade.
As a tool with which I can also generate
attention. I can mark out my own area and
take possession of space for myself. In my
contracts for gala shows, for example, it
always says that I need a hand-held microphone, which must be in a fixed stand, but
also detachable. On top of that, it should
also preferably be connected by cable, i.e.
not a transmitter mic. There are two reasons for this: The sound is always better.

At least at the moment. Maybe one day
there will be transmitter mics that come
close to this quality. On the other hand, I
also learned how to use a cable microphone properly. So at galas and similar performances, I always prefer a handheld microphone. By the way, even in the show you
didn't like so much, the "Nocturnal Trio", I
used a handheld microphone. However,
only a few people actually noticed that. It
only had a meaning for me, because of
course I had to adjust all the routines to
this situation.

How do you handle the mic when you
need both hands to perform?
With the Nocturnal Trio I didn't need

this. There was only one situation where I
gave the mic to the stand. During the
scene with the chairs, I had to clap my
hands once. But I could just as well have
tucked it under my arm or put it in the
breast pocket of my suit for that moment.
When I perform in a nightclub or at a
gala, I have my programme set up to work
with a handheld mic. All this I really learned from music, from watching singers, as
I mentioned before.

Are there any other connections between music and magic for you?
But yes, a lot. For example, both performances have something to do with
rhythm, with setting up and rehearsing. I
also think that there are parallels between
how you design a concert and a magic
show. In general, we can learn something
for our art of magic from many other
areas. There is hardly anything in the
world from which I could not use something useful for magic. Just look at a picture. Maybe it will give you an idea of how
to produce a silk. But back to the music. I
have noticed an interesting technique with
many singers to create a special tension.
You perform something very difficult,
which seems very easy. Then you perform
something very easy, which seems very difficult. Such a contrasting situation helps
to make the moment seem much stronger.
I also use this concept in my own work. In
the same way, the right sense of time is
part of passing on some information.
Again, music can provide a good analogy
to magic. Let's start with a quarter tone.
We know that music uses full and half-full
notes. In Western music, the time within a
half note is called a quarter note. But it
does not exist and does not sound very
pleasant to our ears. Nevertheless, the
quarter tone can be used in music. In a
certain kind of singing, this tone is used to
raise the actual note a little more, to give
it more meaning. This creates a tension,
suspense for the listener, and gives the
moment more attention. However, if you
emphasise this too much, it can seem awkward. This technique can be seen as an
analogy to speech when you form sentences. There are moments when you use a
harder word, a stronger word, than you
might expect. Of course, this is not really
the same as using quarter tones, but it illustrates such use. There are many things in
music that we can use in magic.
Why did you choose magic as your
main profession?
My connection to magic was stronger than
my connection to music. That is one reason. Another reason was that I could rely

on other people to provide me with the
music I need. I don't think I can rely on
others in magic to provide me with the
magic I need. In music, there are so many
wonderful artists who produce incredibly
good music, and especially much better
than I could have done. They surprise and
excite me. I also believe that music does
not need me. Even if I had stayed with
music, and I certainly had certain abilities,
I could only have become a good musician
at most. But I had an even greater desire to
become a very good magician, or a very
good mystery artist. Of course, there was
no guarantee that I would succeed in that,
and I don't know if I did, but – at least I
feel that I am on that path and can achieve
it. In music, there would have been limits.
I would have become good, but I would
never have crossed the line for a certain
quality. That's perfectly okay. But if you
have the chance to get beyond the limit of
just "good", then you should take that
path.

Some readers will probably still be a
little confused when they read the names
Phil Goldstein and Max Maven ...
I can explain that quickly. With the year
2005, I retired the name PHIL G OLDSTEIN.
I was born with that name. It is a very
boring name. It's just as common as J OHN
SMITH, only Jewish. G OLDSTEIN is not an
unusual name. It's easy to confuse it with
PAUL G REENBURG, for example.
G OLDSTEIN isn't a very distinctive name,
and it doesn't have a very good ring to it.
So in 1974 I decided to change my stage
name. Into a name that has more dynamics, that is more distinctive, that has
more expressiveness and that is also easy to
remember. I chose MAX because on the
one hand it was my grandfather's first
name, which I liked very much, but on the
other hand the name MAX was very unusual in the United States at that time.
MAVEN came a little later, it comes from
the Jewish and means something like
"expert". It can be seen as praise, but also as
an insult, a kind of "know-it-all". Some
people know the meaning of "MAVEN",
which is quite interesting. Together, MAX
MAVEN made for quite an impressive
name, I think. The alliteration makes it
interesting on top of that, and it can also
be handled quite well graphically with its
8 letters. Initially, I used the name at gigs
and with people who didn't know me. It
wasn't until I moved to California years
ago, where not so many knew me, that I
started using MAX MAVEN everywhere.
Now everyone calls me MAX, even my
mother. I then only used the name PHIL
G OLDSTEIN as an author's name when I

described trick applications, or published
a piece of art, or published a book.
However, over the years I also got into
trouble with this. Because there were situations where I was both the projectionist
MAX MAVEN and the trick writer PHIL
G OLDSTEIN. That then became difficult
for the audience as well. So now I have
decided to use only MAX MAVEN. The
book PRISM, which came out this year, is
the first book that appeared under
MAVEN.

You think a lot about certain things,
Max. May I also ask, especially on behalf
of my readers, how you got your outer
appearance?
[laughs] Aaaahhhh.... When I was young,
I liked mystical-looking images, and like a
lot of kids, I liked horror movies. And I
always liked that particular haircut with
the spike called a "Widows Peak". I didn't
naturally have such a hair peak, which I
felt was very unfair. When I was about 20
years old, I found out about T ED
ANNEMANN and noticed that he wore just

Sometimes I wonder why no
one attacked me for that
back then ...
such a haircut, which he had specially had
cut. Nowadays we know the punk movement, and fancy haircuts are nothing
unusual. But in the early 1970s it was
quite strange and a real shock. It took me
a few years to get around to wearing that
haircut. At that time I was working as a
disc jockey in a discotheque. There was a
client who owned a hair salon for ladies
nearby. It was exactly at that time that I
decided to quit my job as a disc jockey and
become a magician. I had become somewhat friendly with the hairdresser and then
one day I asked him for this haircut. He
asked if I was sure and I said "yes". So we
made an appointment. He insisted that it
should be done early in the morning when
there were no customers in the shop yet,
because he was afraid of scaring them. At
that time, such an appearance was really
shocking. Much more so than today. Since
1974 I have also worn earrings and eye
shadow around my eyes, plus the dark lenses in my glasses. Sometimes I wonder why
no one attacked me for that back then ...

Max, a very personal question. How far
have you become a slave to your own
style?
Hmm ... that's a very interesting question.
I'll try to answer it a little differently. I
MW-Spezial: Max Maven
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have to confess, what some people might
not suspect, I don't have much knowledge
about sado-maso practices. I know some
people who engage in it and I have also
read something about it. But many don't
know anything about it and don't think
about it. In such relationships it is about
the master and his slave. But it is always
the slave who dominates the game. Only
superficially does the master seem to be
the ruler. Back to the question: Am I a
slave to my appearance? Yes, perhaps, but
I can control it. This comparison came to
my mind as soon as you asked your
question. It is definitely my free will.
But the outside is not fixed either. It changes over time. My beard has now turned a
nice grey, and I'm quite happy with it. I
didn't always have long hair either. In any
case, I always reserve the right to change
the outside. I can do that at any time, and
occasionally I think about it. I am well
aware that my appearance has helped my
career, but it has also hindered it in some
situations. There were always jobs I didn't
get because of my appearance, because I
looked too extreme. But on the other
hand, I got some jobs exactly because of
that. Then you can ask whether it was a
good commercial decision to dress like
that. But that was not the issue for me. It
was not a question of commerce, but an
artistic question. When I started my profession, I said to myself, my profession has
something to do with fantasy and dreams.
So I start with me right away. And if I
want to be someone who surrounds himself with mysticism and fantasies, then I
also want to look like that. However, I
have not been lucky enough to look like
PETER CUSHING (26.5.1913 – 11.8.1994),
who could probably look mysterious and
secretive in any situation. So I helped
myself and changed my face.

Fine, Max. Let's leave this level and
come back to the art of magic, to your
art of magic. What is your motivation for
your performances?
That's a tough question. Part of the answer to why I perform is because I enjoy
performing. There is a beautiful energy
when you are on stage and when you are
one with the audience. It's like being in
love with a partner. With the difference
that there are hundreds or thousands of
people sitting there. And that is a wonderful feeling. It is one of the best experiences
in the world. I may not achieve that every
time I'm on stage, but I hope to. Of course, there is also the ego aspect, as with any
performer. I like to think that I am the
most important person in the room for a
few minutes or for the whole evening.
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Everyone listens to me. I have to honestly
admit that, of course. But these needs have
also changed for me over the years. I don't
have to perform so often any more. I'm
not so keen on performing anymore, especially if it doesn't meet my standards. I can
live quite well for weeks and months
without having to perform. It's enough for
me to think that I can. I can go to a party
or something without having to show anything. There are other things I like to do:
writing, reading, inventing, thinking.

When did you feel the desire to create
a 2-hour programme?
That was in 1988. Basically, I've always
liked to present longer performances
because I'm better at that than short ones.
I can maybe be good in 8 minutes, but not
really great. If I have 45 minutes or 60
minutes, then I have what it takes to be
great. From the very beginning of my
career, I preferred the long performances.
So in 1988, maybe as early as 1987, I had
the idea of rethinking my repertoire from
the point of view of a 2-hour programme
in the theatre. Not a programme for the
nightclub or for a gala. And that's what I
did and put together a show that was
almost exactly 2 hours long with an intermission. It was to be performed only on
weekends for a month or two. The show
was successful and gave me a lot of important experience. I was forced to rethink
each of my routines. I had to change some
routines so that they could adapt to the
new concept. Because a theatre audience is
of course very different from a nightclub
audience. It was a really good experience
for me. After that, I put the show together
again a few times and played it in other
theatres. Then I stopped for a while,
because there were other things that kept
me busy. But in between I kept thinking
that I should do the theatre programme
again. It was such a great experience. Then
I said to myself, not only should I do it, I
have to do it. But when I went back to the
1988 show, I immediately realised that I
didn't want to do that show again. Because
that show showed where I was artistically
and personally in 1988. But fortunately I
have continued to grow, I have changed. I
have improved in performing, I have become a more interesting person. My experiences are richer and I have more to say.
So this show would have been a step back.
I took the 1988 show apart and looked at
the parts. From that, I took out about 40
per cent of the mental magic. Even some
of the strongest routines. I took out all the
tricks that I didn't think really did justice
to the idea. I kept the remaining 60 per
cent and added one new one that was from

I've always liked to present longer
performances because I'm better at that
than short ones

after 1988. So most of the routines in the
show are quite old. The blind fold routine,
for example, is already 30 years old. Of
course, it has changed over time. But the
basic routine has remained. The other
material is maybe 20 or 25 years old. The
most recent routine is maybe just 15 years
old. So with that, I had the material together that I wanted to use in the new show.
Now I started to put in the monologues
that I was writing. In which I talk about
people, ideas and historical things that
interest me. A few biographical things pop
up as well. But also biographical details of
people who are interesting and whose
ideas could be connected to the show concept. So the show slowly evolved with the
help of a young 30-year-old director called
AMIT ITELMAN, because I didn't want to
put on the show alone. I worked out the
1988 show completely on my own, but
this time I wanted to do it even better. A
director sees the whole picture from the
outside and can intervene and help much
better than someone who only sees everything from the inside.

Is Amit a magician?
No. He's not a magician and doesn't know
how the routines work otherwise. We didn't rehearse every single movement together. But he was able to give me valuable
tips at many points because he saw everything from the point of view of an inexperienced spectator. At some points he pointed out weaknesses when the tension was
not maintained, and he also changed the
order in doing routines. However, his
most important advice was to change the
opening of the show. I wanted to put this
passage at the beginning after the interval,
but he thought the beginning of the show
was better for it, and he was right. The

I took the 1988 show apart
and looked at the parts

original opening has been deleted without
replacement. It was still from the 1988
period.

Did you have a large number of characters to choose from and write the
monologues for?
It is difficult to say because some of the
monologues emerged quite organically
with the routines. For example, PAUL
ERDÖS (1913-1996). I only found out
about him about 10 years ago, but he left
quite a deep impression on me and I really
fell in love with him. And because I was so
enthusiastic about him, I often brought up
the subject of ERDÖS in private conversations, at parties or banquets. Then, when I
was working on the show, it was natural
for me that I would also talk about PAUL
ERDÖS. Of course, not all the people who
have impressed me in some way in my life
can be in the play. There are still a huge
number of interesting people who have
influenced me, and what also makes me a
little sad is that I had to do without? many
of them.
For example, I didn't mention JAMES
BROWN and JACKIE WILSON, who were so
important for me to learn my stage craft.
Have you ever "tried out" someone for
your show who wasn't suitable for the
concept?
No, that didn't happen. But I added another person after the first week I did the
play. That actually made the best monologue of the show for me.
Let me guess: Woolcot?
Yes, and that's really amazing. Because of
all the people mentioned in the show,
WOOLCOT had the biggest impact on my
life. I have more books about WOOLCOT

I have improved in performing, I have become a
more interesting person.

in my library than about any of the other
people in the show. Maybe I overlooked
him because he was just too close. And
already on opening night I had noticed
that something was missing. Not a routine, not a monologue, but something that
the play was still missing. The next day I
suddenly noticed it very clearly. Hey, where's WOOLCOT?' He just belongs in the
show. Within an hour I wrote the monologue for WOOLCOT. But in the meantime
he has also developed. When you saw the
show in LA, the monologue was still quite
short. Now, as you saw in Munich, it's longer.

Did you choose people who should be
interesting for the audience or people
who mainly interested you?
Both. Absolutely both. But certainly not
every person is equally interesting. For
example, the story about the Japanese
actor ICHIKAWA DANJURO (1721 – 1742,
http://www.kabuki21.com/danjuro.php)
is not really as interesting as PAUL ERDÖS'.
But it gives the play an additional charm.
The story of TSCHU EN L AI († 1978) is
also a nice story, but I personally am not
really interested in TSCHU EN L AI. So, not
every character has that weight for me, but
the main monologues have that meaning
for me.
You certainly put Picasso at the beginning quite deliberately.
Yes, of course. Here I have a way of explaining the connection to art to the audience
from the very beginning. Art has such a
strong connection to magic. I can use it to
explain to the audience that I see myself in
the same community as PICASSO. It's an
elegant way to introduce yourself to the
audience. If I were to say it directly and

say: 'You must see me as an artist just as
you see Picasso as an artist!' then it would
be much more of an insult. But this way,
the audience is free to decide whether they
want to place me in this community or
not. I'm not saying they have to see me
like a PICASSO, or I'm as important as
PICASSO. But what I do, I look at just as
artistically. I just want people to look at
me in the same group that a PICASSO is in.

How did you conceive the show, Max?
What came first, the ”thread“, the tricks
or, or?
The effects already existed, as already
mentioned. Then the show developed little by little. I didn't conceive it in one
piece. I knew what I wanted to show and I
wanted to make certain comments about
it. Sometimes I found a solution to it
quickly, sometimes it took a while.
How did you come up with the coin
routine, for example, which forms the
beginning and the end?
Oh, this routine had also basically existed
for a few years, just not the ending. I used
it in seminars where I lectured on theory,
not trickery. You know, especially in mental magic, some say a symbol of 5 different
predictions is not very exciting. There
should be more choice. I don't agree with
that. It is not the complexity of a trick
that gives it value. Otherwise, a card trick
with 104 cards would be more exciting
than with 52. I use the principle of the
spinning coin to illustrate simplicity.
What means can I use to hold the spectators' attention? It is enough to simply borrow a coin and then use it well dramaturgically. It is a very simple device in itself,
but when used it keeps the tension.
MW-Spezial: Max Maven
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I see myself in the same community as Picasso
Are you still developing the show?
Yes, of course. In almost every performance I experience something new. I can listen
and perceive things. I also feel from performance to performance where I can still
change something. For example, when you
saw the performance in LA, I already
changed things again the following week.
The monologues, some of which I have
had in my repertoire for a long time, were
too "preserved" for me. They were not
really filled with life. So I worked on getting the meaning of the words across correctly. The stresses have changed, as has
the timing.
You told me that you would like to tour
your country with this show. What is the
situation like in the United States? Are
there theatres for such shows? You don't
offer a pure magic show or an actual
mental show.
Well, I still have to find that out for
myself, of course. It might even be a bit
too early to talk about that now. Basically,
I think there are already some theatres
where I can present the show. It probably
depends more on the particular venue. For
example, PAUL G ERTNER performed a 2hour show in his home town of Pitsbourgh
some time ago. So did DARWIN ORTIZ and
DAVID ROSS in their home towns. But
also PENN & T ELLER and of course DAVID
COPPERFIELD, although his shows already
go into other dimensions. RICKY JAY was
also very successful. He has already performed his show in England and I think
Australia. He was lucky to have found a
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good agency. K RESKIN also still presents
full-length shows, but he probably sees his
shows more as variety shows than theatre
shows. MARK SALEM also performs a mental show.

How big are the theatres in general?
Very different. From quite small, maybe 80
to 100 seats to 500. I think very few have
over 500.
So these are houses for pure theatre
performances?
Yeah. Let's stay with PENN & T ELLER
again. Their show is considered a proper
theatre performance. When critics go to
the show, they are theatre critics, not critics for comedy or other genres. Similarly
with RICKY JAY. His performances are also
considered theatre shows. And it is, after
all, a properly written theatrical show. So,
there are opportunities in the United
States to do theatrical magic shows, but
obviously it's not that easy, and obviously
not that many people go that way because
it's an unusual way. In the States, magic is
seen more as, let's say, not necessarily a
children's show, but more as a Las Vegas
show.
In England we know the expression "light
entertainment", which we don't use in
America, but it's a better way to describe
the reputation of magic here. It means it's
not that important. I don't consider my
show "light entertainment". I do believe
that my audience has to cooperate a little
bit. They have fun, but they also have to

think. I think that with "light entertainment" the audience can remain quite passive. I think the difference between "light
entertainment" and seriousness is the
intention behind it. Because of course
comedy can also be serious.
In many magic shows we see, we experience that the intention behind it is not
serious. Hardly anyone says: "I want you to
see life differently now. I want to change
the world. I want to give you a thought
that you can use to rethink your existence."
Most magicians just say, "I want to show
you something great, something funny,
something surprising." Which is fine. But
we wouldn't define these things as really
serious. Serious with an intention behind
it. The work of creating the great can be
serious. But the intention, the goal one
intends, is probably not serious. But especially in theatres, the plays are always
serious, their goals have an intention.

But "light entertainment", Max, also
has its justification and ultimately becomes serious, doesn't it?
Yes. If you see it in a larger context, then
of course it is also serious in a way. But in
a larger context, even a glass of water becomes serious. Because without it you die.
But I don't think that has anything to do
with the intention of the water.
Max, I can't think of a better way to
close. Thank you very much for this conversation. M

Max Maven’s
Thinking
in Person

An evening with MAX MAVEN about knowing and not knowing

Wittus Witt: Whenever I see someone
who can turn a coin so fast that a globe is
created, I will think of two things: first of
MAX MAVEN'S new solo show and then of
the globe, of our world with its infinite
mysteries. And when I think of the world
globe, I automatically return to MAX
MAVEN and his mysteries.
MAX MAVEN is a first-class showman, a
wonderful storyteller, a good philosopher
and an excellent magician and stage performer. He knows what it means to be on
a stage, he knows how to deal with an
audience and he knows how to read
minds.
I once read in some magic magazine
that MAX MAVEN'S programme was not a
theatre programme. I wonder how such an
opinion can be formed? MAX MAVEN'S
programme "Thinking in Person" has a
fixed script, a well thought-out dramaturgy and a convincing direction. What more
could you want?
Even the beginning is pure theatre.
Wonderful music welcomes the visitor. It
is a piece by K EITH JARRETT from the CD
"Köln Concert". While listening to the
music, I thought: it is unusual but very
pleasant, it is not exaggerated but still different, it is poetic but not corny. It is
excellently suited to introduce a magical
evening. The end of the piece segues seamlessly into MAX MAVEN'S beginning of the
performance. The music put me in the
mood to enjoy the first 50 minutes and
then the next 45.
Even as the last bars of the "Köln
Concert" are heard, the hall darkens. After
a few more seconds, the little light that
gave a glimpse of the stage also goes out.
Slowly a spotlight is brought in, illuminating MAX MAVEN in half-profile sitting on
a chair. "Once upon a time"... ("Once upon
a time...") MAX speaks into the stage space,
then immediately turns to the audience
and addresses them directly. With this he
immediately breaks the fourth wall and
invites the audience to really grasp this
short sentence. And what kind of sentence
is this with which he opens his magic programme? He cleverly hints that it is a fairytale world in which the magic will take
place. He then breaks this sentence down
into its individual words and syllables, and
it becomes clear to the listener that he has
already learned something mysterious.
Who has ever thought so much about
these four seemingly simple words before?
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Only one key will open the lock
His first action involves the flipping of a
coin, which, even before it comes to rest, is
covered with a drinking cup. On top of
that, this is padlocked under a plexiglass
cube. (The set-up is on a small shelf at the
left edge of the stage.) On which side will
the coin land, heads or tails? We won't
know for the time being. It is our first
mystery of the evening. We are reminded
of this mystery several times during the
next 95 minutes. Will the coin land heads
or tails up???
More mysteries will follow in the next
few minutes. Some of them the audience
will understand, some not. But that is
exactly the intention of MAX MAVEN.
Combined with a lot of humour, irony and
sarcasm, he makes it clear to us that we
don't always need to understand everything in life. We should only believe that
there are still mysteries around us.
Have you ever heard of a man called
ALEXANDER WOOLCOTT? Have you ever
read anything about PÁL ERDÖS? Probably,
very probably not. But you have certainly
heard of PABLO PICASSO and HELEN
K ELLER. These are just some of the names
MAX MAVEN mentions during his show.
Their theories and philosophical thoughts
serve MAX as introductions to his special
magic tricks.
PÁL ERDÖS: He was a Hungarian mathematician who thought about the subject of
"God". ERDÖS refers to him as the "SF"

(Super Fascist). The "SF" keeps a book
about all life, but not everyone deserves to
be included in this book. But there will
also be chapters in this book that we have
no idea about. Such a chapter could, for
example, be about what M AX MAVEN will
show next. He asks a young lady to join
him on stage. She is to sit on a chair and
look towards the audience. M AX steps
behind her. This situation already gives
rise to strange feelings: firstly, the young
lady sees the audience from a perspective
she is not used to, and secondly, it is
uncomfortable to feel someone behind his
back. While standing behind the young
lady, he fans out a pack of cards with a
blue back pattern clearly visible to the
audience. From his suit pocket he takes
out a playing card with a red back and puts
it into the fanned-out pack, which he then
closes. The spectator is oblivious to this.
MAX brings his hands forward over her
shoulders and fans out the pack of cards in
front of her so that she can see the sides of
the picture. He asks her to name aloud any
card she sees. After this is done, MAX pulls
the card slightly forward out of the fan
and brings it into a vertical position so
that the spectators can see the backs. The
card that is pulled out has a red back! It is
not clear to the spectator why the spectators are reacting particularly strongly at
this moment. MAX takes the red card and
puts it back in his suit pocket. So the
young lady is left with a mystery, which
also makes her a little uncomfortable. But
MAX has a wonderful way of taking this

ged his suit and now wears his hair down.
He tells more interesting stories of interesting personalities: MAHATMA G HANDI
and ZHOU EN L AI (CHU EN L AI). These
monologues eventually lead to the two
main routines that dominate the second
part. The mystery of the five keys and a
very dramatic demonstration of blindfolded vision. MAX performs both feats in
his own special way, each with a particularly strong climax.

discomfort away from her. He says meaningfully: "Later you will ask YOU what
happened, but YOU will not tell you!
Only your friend or companion will want
to explain it to you, but then you won't
want to know!" What a delightful and
intelligent way to play with mystery! I particularly enjoyed this moment in his performance. The tension in the audience was
clearly palpable.
This strong episode is immediately followed by another very convincing routine,
which was the next highlight of the evening for me.
MAX asks another spectator to join him,
but this time he changes the position: the
lady is supposed to stand behind him, so it
is now uncomfortable for him to feel
someone at his back. MAX gives the spectator a number of playing cards from a
well-shuffled pack and asks her to pass
him over her shoulder, one by one, individual cards that he guesses. Finally, the lady
holds only one card in her hands. No one
but she seems to know this card. Or does
she? MAX asks the lady to name the value
of the card aloud and show it to the
audience. It is the nine of hearts. M AX
points to a huge card that could be seen at
the back of the stage throughout. "If this
was a duplicate of your card, it would surely be a mystery, wouldn't it?" he asks. "If
not, then I would have to do some trick
now to turn this card into the real one.
Even if I flipped the card now, it still

wouldn't be fair game. In fact, I shouldn't
touch the card at all. And if that is so,
then you don't need me now either." As
soon as he has said the last words, he
walks off the stage without further comment. And again, for a few moments, a
strange atmosphere is created. The young
woman is alone on the stage and must
expose herself to the gaze of all the
audience. What is she supposed to do
now? When I saw the show in Germany,
the tension was quickly relieved by the fellow performers. Quite briskly, the ladies in
the two performances I saw went to the
card and turned it to the audience. It was,
of course, a duplicate of the one they had
freely chosen before. In America, when I
saw the show for the first time, this
moment lasted much longer. The audience
member was really rattled and didn't know
what to do for seconds. Until the audience
in the hall whispered to her: "Go, go ... go
to the card and turn it ... turn it..."
In any case, the players received a round
of applause afterwards, which continued
into the break, when a voice from offstage
announced: "15 minutes break".
I was thrilled by this "dramaturgy of
breaks" and was curious to see what would
happen afterwards.
The second half opens again with
K EITH JARRETT. The stage lights come on
and a spotlight is shone on them. But no
MAX MAVEN appears. He comes from the
back of the hall and walks between the
rows of chairs to the front. He has chan-

The 5 Key Routine
MAX once again reminds us of the coin
that he set in rotation at the beginning.
Then he opens the lock on the plexiglass
cube and demonstrates that there is only
one key for this lock. The other 4 fit but
cannot open the lock. The lock is attached
to a rope in the middle of the stage. There
are 5 spectators on stage. Each of them
receives one of the keys, which have been
mixed up in a convincing way beforehand.
Nobody knows who is holding the "right"
one. "One of you will receive a feeling that
he is holding the right key," says MAX and
now waits with the audience in the hall to
see what happens. Everyone feels the tension. It lasts for seconds until one of the 5
people stands up, goes to the lock and
opens it with his key. With the releasing
little sound of "click" it pops open.
Clairvoyance blindfolded
This routine is a logical conclusion to
the evening. If you have not trusted MAX's
"powers" up to now, perhaps because you
suspected that he has always been watching his fellow players and they have helped him demonstrate his mysteries with
gestures, body language or the like, then
the only final proof of his ability is to be
blindfolded. That is why he now has his
eyes glued and blindfolded at the end.
Most of these routines lack a proper conclusion in my opinion. MAX MAVEN has
found a good and above all logical one.
After "guessing" some objects that two
audience members have each held between
his hands, he asks one of them to make a
drawing. It is given to a person in the
front rows to keep. After the material is
released from his eyes, MAX duplicates
this drawing, bringing the entire routine
to a grand conclusion. The programme is
over.
Almost over. Because the coin is still
waiting under the cup on the other side of
the stage. Has it now landed on the heads
side or the tails side? MAX goes near the
cup, looks into the audience, and with one
swing he knocks the cup with the coin
under it onto the floor of the stage. "Now
we'll never know!"
(A first version of this review already appeared in
English in the journal MAGIC, No. 1, 2005)
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Max Maven
Born: As PHIL THORNER GOLDSTEIN on 21
December 1950 in Ithaco, NY; raised in a
Boston suburb.
Parents: father astrophysicist, mother university employee.
Siblings: Two younger sisters; one works for
the federal government, the other as a language educator and singing teacher for the
opera.
Interest in magic: At the age of 7, an older
cousin taught him two card tricks. The fire
was lit.
Other early interests: Music, monster feature
films, theatrical make-up and caricatures.
Parents' comment: It's your hobby - you
have to pay for it yourself.
Magic development: At the age of 12 he started performing at birthday parties with simple magic props (egg bags, Chicago billiard
ball trick, ropes, scarves and with the "cutest
pigeon casserole in the world"). During this
time he used a variety of stage names. Most
notable was "Klancy, the Magic Clown". At
13, he attended a magic convention for the
first time and discovered "Max Holden's
Magic Studio" in Boston. Here he stayed
every Saturday. The owner RONNIE
GANN TAUGHT him the latest close-up
and mental tricks. As a thank you, PHIL
showed him tricks he had made up himself.
Interest in magic literature: For 5 cents a
piece he gradually bought back issues of the
English magic magazine Abracadabra, as he
had to support his hobby himself and did
not have much money (see his parents' comment above). Thus he developed a peculiarly
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well-founded interest in the British magic
scene since the 1950s, but, more importantly, a special love for magic magazines, for the
periodicals and also for their associations.
First publications: In the mid-60s he published articles in GENE GORDON's "Patter
and Presentation", in a column in "The New
Tops" and finally trick descriptions in "The
New Jinx".
Transitional period: Attended high school,
occasionally did children's shows in between,
but was still mainly involved with card art.
When he was old enough, he became a member of the S.A.M. and I.B.M. Now he also
began to read earlier texts and worked his
way through the "Jinx" and "The Phoenix".
Now he also became interested in mental
magic, but felt that he was still too young for
it.
Education: He graduated in 1972 with a
degree in "American Culture" and took his
pre-exam for pre-school education.
The predicament: A career in entertainment
didn't seem to be on the horizon because
"nice middle-class Jewish boys don't go into
show business".
Occupations: Worked as a real office worker
for three and a half months. Worked as a bar
pianist, graphic designer and disc jockey.
The upheaval: 1974 - "Who says I can't go
into show business? But that's exactly what I
want!"
Profession from now on: Mentalist.
Died: as MAX MAVEN on
1 November 2022

Max Maven Media
Tricks
In total, MAX MAVEN has published around
1,800 pieces of art, most frequently in trade
journals, of which around each in:
Abracadabra 100, Genii 150, Pabular 50, MU-M 70, New Tops 125, Linking Ring 230.
MAVEN ’S TRICKS have been published in at
least 13 languages. About 75% of his tricks
have been marketed. The first trick for the
market came out in 1973, „Full Circle“,
which he had, however, already invented in
1967. Of the other early tricks, „Pointer“
from 1976 is one of the best known. His
bestseller, however, was undoubtedly
„B’wave“, released in 1991.
MAX MAVEN was also involved in tricks that
appeared on the commercial market.
In 1983, the Pressman Toy Company released the BLACKSTONE Card Trick System.
MAVEN developed the tricks for it (some new
and some reworked). He was also the ghostwriter for the manuscript. In 1987 „MAX
MAVEN’s Mental Magic Series“ was published
by the company „White Cats/Black Hat“. It
was 5 beginner’s tricks that were offered in
children’s shops. In 1994 he created „MAX
Magic“, an interactive computer game for the
Philips CD-I system. The tricks were presented by a robot that looked almost exactly
like MAX Maven.
Publications
On the subject of card art: the manuscript
„Classic Tackler“ was published in 1976,
„Scattershot“ in 1977, „Gallery“ in 1978 and
„Majorminor“ in 1983. In the 1980s, two
summaries of his card art descriptions were
published in Japan: „Toranpu-no Dobutsuen“ („Playing Card Zoo“) in 1982 and
„Toranpu-no Ikebana“ („Playing Card Flower
Arrangements“) in 1986.
A collection of 29 card tricks was published
in France in 1987 as „The Very Best of PHIL
G OLDSTEIN“, translated by RICHARD
VOLLMER. In 1990, a hardbound book of 60
card tricks, Focus, was published by STEPHEN
MINCH ’S Hermetic Press in the USA. It will
soon be published in Japan.
On the subject of mentalism:
His best-known publications here are the
„Colour Series“: „The Blue Book of
Mentalism“ (1976), „The Red Book of
Mentalism“ (1977), „The Green Book of
Mentalism“ (1977), „The Yellow Book of
Mentalism“ (1978) and „The Violet Book of
Mentalism“ (1980). This year all 5 editions
were published in the hardback book
„PRISM“. It will soon be published in
France. A summary of card mentalism came
out in Japan in 1984 under the title
„Toranpu-no Yume“ („Playing Card
Dreams“) (translated by SHIGEO TAKAGI). A
French version of this was published in 1985
under the title „Mentalism avec des cartes“
(translated by Y VES-MARIE COSSON). Other

publications include: „Para-Sight“ (1977)
and „Verbal Control“ (1977), which was also
published in the French magazine „Mad
Magic“ in 1980 and in the German
„Intermagic“ in 1996. In 1988, the book „A
Phil Goldstein Collection“ was published. In
the 80s MAX MAVEN published a series of
booklets in which he dealt with mathematical tricks. „Thunday“ (1980), „Thequal“
(1984), „Amperthand“ (1986), „Doth“
(1987), „Fifth“ (1988), „Thavant“ (1991),
„Thabbatical“ (1994) and finally „Redivider“
(2003), which dealt with the stay-stack principle. In addition, MAX MAVEN was an editor for several books: In RICHARD
KAUFMAN ’S reprint of „Greater Magic“
(1994) he wrote a good 90% of the notes on
the previously unpublished material.
Together with ALLAN SLAIGHT, MAVEN worked for 11 years on the two extensive volumes of the „James File“, which came out in
2000. He was also significantly involved in
the 3rd volume of the „Ibidem“ series.
Publications without trick descriptions:
Articles by MAX MAVEN have appeared in
the US journals „Games“ and „Word Ways:
The Journal of Recreational Linguistics“ and
in the Canadian literary journal „Brick“,
among others. In 1992, the book „MAX
MAVEN’s Book of Fortunetelling“ was published by the major American publisher
„Prentice Hall“. It was an expanded edition
of „Makkusu Meijin-no Sekai-no Uranai“
(„MAX MAVEN’s International
Fortunetelling“), published in Japan in 1988.
In total, MAX MAVEN has written several
hundred articles and reviews for magic magazines over the past decades. In STAN ALLEN ’S
„MAGIC“ he maintained his column
„Parallax“ for 5 years. That MAX MAVEN also
has a good sense of humour is shown, among
other things, by his series in GENII, „MAX
MAVEN’s Inquisition“, which has been published since 2004. MAVEN is also highly interested in the history of conjuring and has
written a number of excellent articles on it.
Two of the most important are „Japanese
Conjuring: An Overview“ (Genii, July 1994)
and „FISM: A History“ (Genii, April 1997).
In the biographies section, he has written
about MAC K ING, („Howdy-He’s MAC
K ING“, Magic, November 1992), TOMMY
WONDER („The Wonder Years“, Magic, May
1994), JAY MARSHALL („With Jasper in
Magicland“, Genii, July 1996), KARRELL FOX
(G ENII, 1998), JUAN TAMARIZ (G ENII 1995)
and SIEGFRIED (Genii 1997), among others.
On 15 November 2005, the much-discussed
work „The Protocols of the Elders of Magic“
was published. The edition of 500 copies
was sold long before the publication date,
without the buyers being informed about the
exact content.
TV, videos and shows
MAX MAVEN has participated in several
hundred TV and radio programmes in over
12 countries. In Japan alone, he has appeared

in 30 shows, in 8 of which he was the host
himself, as he also speaks Japanese. When
the first episode of World’s Greatest Magic
aired on NBC in America in 1994, he was
the first performer booked immediately
afterwards for the following edition. In the
1986 British series The Best of Magic, he
was the only guest to appear in each of the 6
episodes. He was also a regular in the
Swedish production „Magiskt“ in 1995 (10
episodes).
In England he appeared 20 times in his own
series „Something Strange with Max Maven“
in 1994. He also appeared in his own 13-part
series in Taiwan, „Max Mystery Show“, and
his 1998 series in Canada, „The MAXimum
Dimension“, consisted of 26 episodes.
He has also worked on hundreds of shows as
a trick consultant. In 1984, he released the
interactive video show „MAX MAVEN’s
Mindgames“ for the public market at
Universal Studios.
After many years of denial, MAVEN finally
began working on educational videos for his
colleagues in 1997. The three-volume course
„MAX MAVEN’s videoMind at L&L“ was
published. He took over the direction of the
learning videos by ALEX ELMSLEY and
EUGEN BURGER .
He also directed many live shows and put
together galas for magic conventions. In Japan, he
put together the
programme for the
International
Magic
Convention in
Fukuoka.
Among them
were L ANCE
BURTON, JEFF
MCBRIDE,
TOMMY WONDER ,
T HE PENDRAGONS,
FUKAI & K IMIKA ,
K EVIN JAMES, T HE NAPOLEONS, FRANZ
HARARY, FINN J ON, EUGENE BURGER , DR .
SAWA , MAC K ING, PRINCESS T ENKO, T INA
LENERT, AURELIO PAVIATO, ROBERTO
G IOBBI, HIRO SAKAI, YUKA SHIMODA ,
MAHKA T ENDO, BILLY MCCOMB and
SHIGEO TAKAGI.
MAX MAVEN has worked as a consultant for, among others:
DAVID COPPER-FIELD,
SIEGFRIED & ROY,
D OUG HENNING,
HARRY BLACKSTONE,
PENN & T ELLER , L ANCE
BURTON, MAC K ING, and
DERREN BROWN.

Max Maven with Otello

